A MSC Status Company

Y OU R P R EFE RRED
IC T S OLU TI ON P ROV IDER

AUSPAC MATERIAL
REQUIREMENT PLANNING (MRP)
Reports Available:
Material Order Status
Material issued Control Sheet
BOM Report
BOM Structure Listing
Order Release Notice
Future Planned Notice
Rescheduling Notice
Cancellation Notice
Performance Report
Monthly Material Calculation
Material Requirement Summary
Material Calculation
Total Material Calculation

MRP: Completeness, Timeliness and Accuracy

Think Software
Think Auspac

MRP have been installed almost universally in manufacturing firms, even those
considered small. Auspac MRP is a logical, easy understandable approach to the
problem of determining the number of the parts, components and material needed
to produce each end-products based on the specific time schedules.
Auspac MRP involves getting material on hand when needed for production or
sales. Which document provide four basic items of information, when to order, how
much to order, who to order from and when the items need to be on hand. Auspac
MRP compares the demand of the materials of the existing inventory and suggests
purchase order where shortages are projected. Our systems are designed to keep
track of all the changes and able to re-scheduled the production activities.
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Master Production Schedule (MPS) is the schedule for end items. It states the
quantity and timing of production of specific end items in which determine the available-to-promise of the end products and calculates the replenishment plans. Multilevel BOM describes the structure of the product from level to level, the components
needed to make the parent items. Inventory Status contained much more additional
data, such as vendor identity, cost, lead-time gross requirement and on-hand requirement. The goal of the Auspac MRP document is to supply information that will
enable the company to have enough inventory on hand to fulfill demand, (and no
more) available only when needed, (and no sooner) at a quality level that meets
specification, (but does not have to exceed it) and at the lowest price.

